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Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
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DirectX: Version 10
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Bought Curse of Yendor on a lark with all this extra cash I've got now that Marvel Heroes doesn't want my money any more
(BUE bleh).

Yendor is a turn-based rogue-a-like with charming early Ultima graphics. Under the retro hood is a lot of gaming goodness.
Besides the usual monsters, loot, vendors, keys and puzzles, there are some surprises.

The procedural, modifiable, tile-based terrain system is what sold me on getting CoY. If you get a pick you can chop through
stone walls, or take them down with an earthquake spell. You can shoot thorugh barred windows. You can freze water. Reeds
block missiles, but if you cast fireballs in reeds, you can catch yourself on fire. Run away! Destroying the right tiles will weaken
the big boss later in the game. I'd love to see a game with triple the variable terrain types as CoY, but for now, this is a lot of
fun.

CoY has a clean interface, rebindable keys, multiple difficulty settings and even permadeath for you machochis- er, purists out
there. Fortunately, permadeath can be turned off if you have other stuff to do in your life than lose your character right before
the final boss fight and have to start over. Best of all, the grind does not feel grindy yet, so here's to many hours of happy
hacking.. and there we are ... volume ten and my guess for the trolls where half right ! i truly hesitated between zebede and the
soleil twin hehe tegiri was an easy guess. But oh boi his route was funny even if my favorite so far is chixie's one .
. Not much diffrence between this and BA1,I bought the 2nd one first.The Graphics are the Only negative function here,if you
can call it that.Get past the GFX by zooming far out use Top Down view.Close Combat players will like this view:).Its cheap,for
me in sale £7.99 on Bundlestars...Thats why i didnt mind purchasing the first one the next day also in same sale.Cant go wrong
when you purchase these titles like this.Anyways if your a TBS player too then youll also be used to looking past the GFX for
the Gameplay which is here in abundance so....time to make your mind up.(PS-This is the Same review i did for the First battle
Academy as to me they are both the same just more content.)Just in case any of you noticed....... There\u2019s a mixture of
good ideas.. POLAN STRONK
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Light the fuses, ♥♥♥♥♥ES!. The best of Sirlin's games finally on Steam? Yes, please.

Basically this is a digital version of the board game which is inspired off the old game Puzzle Fighter and the popular deck
builder board game Dominion. Unlike Dominion however, there is a ton more player interaction and you get to play as cool
fighting game characters in an asymmetrical yet balanced battle to the death throwing gems at each other through pile, hand, and
deck management. For me, in real life and on steam, this is my favourite deck builder board game and one of my favourite
board games in general.

What's not to love?. more rooty tooty point and shooty

level and combat design is massively improved from the first game. Well. I tried to like this game. I really did. Having played
the original back in the 90s on a C-64 I expected to have something comparable to that. Perhaps it's being seen through rose
colored glasses, perhaps not.

What we ended up with here is a shadow of the game's former self. The cities are generic, the buildings all look the same, the
NPCs (if you could call the that) have no life to them. Inns, taverns, shops, smithies, you can't tell one from the other at all
except for the names.

The voice acting should have been left out entirely. It's awful. It's obvious as hell that whoever was doing it isn't a native English
speaker and was dry reading from a script. Yes, it's almost 2014, but not every game is well suited to lots of voice acted stuff.
This one certainly isn't.

The combat system is a major deal breaker though. I know I can't possibly be doing things SO WRONG that I screwed up two
different attempts to roll up and equip a party. Every fight I've been in (which has always been the party's first) ends in defeat
with us missing, fumbling, being parried, or whatever. Rarely hit a damn thing even with high stats and all the equipment our
meager funding could manage. Turning things over to the auto-AI is an extremely disappointing and very LONG wait for the
same result - our deaths.

I hate to say it, but this is starting to become a trend with these Indie RPGs and it's now going to make me think long and hard
about parting with the money I'm spending on this stuff. I took a chance on this one and got burned - it won't happen again.

(Note to Valve: This is why refunds exist in the real world! Learn something here! I'd surely love to get one at this point!). Like
risk of rain but seemingly more fast paced.

Pro's
Cool boss battles

Skills become stronger as you level them (and gain different effects\/graphics)

Fast paced

Multiple characters , all with different skill mechanics
Con's (Early access!)
No tooltips, if you start with the pyromancer thats the tutorial you get, swap warlocks mid game you get NO
tooltips for abilities and are on your own figuring it out

Only one healer in roster so far (Shaman)

Melee characters have it kinda rough

Few minor bugs (Early access, expected). Mechanically welll designed platformer with exceptional soundtrack.
The main game is pretty short, but there are several alternative game modes, so there is lot's of replay value to be
had.
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While I do like the visual style, it can sometimes make it somewhat hard to keep track of what's going on,
especially on the final boss.

. Mixed emotions on this, the line is pretty good, but the engine provided is crude and poorly done.
By comparison the other West Highland route engine is leagues better. The one supplied with this route has no
cab lights, no opening windows, no instrument lights and no operating right hand side wiper.
Moving on, the in carriage passenger view presents a very crude rendering, one gets the impression that both
engine and rolling stock are way past their best as to what is expected.
There are plenty of scenarios, but after you've run the train supplied a couple of times, these are most
unsatisfying due to the poor quality engine and rolling stock.
One other significant failing is the appalling brakes compared to the class 37 in the other route, they are
incredibly weak and offer almost no subtlety between on full and off, junk.
So, all in all this DLC is a bit of a let down especially by comparison to the other West Highland line, and if this
was intended as a sequel it fails to impress.

Even at the sale price it's not really worth your hard earned cash, best advice give it a miss.. Seemed like a fun
casual game so I bought it. It turned out to be a fun casual game. Only problem is, it's broken. Using a good
portion of weapons will cause horrible stuttering (no matter the machine you're running it on). Bug was reported
almost a month ago but wasn't fixed or even acknowledged by the devs, so no, I don't recommend this one to
anyone in the current state.. Again (And again... And again ! ), Good Old Sierra games for the newbies, in a shell
? ( ^^ And... What are you waiting for ? Well, ok, maybe it'll better to take the whole snail's bundle, instead of
each separate episodes ? ). This game is a short but a great time waster.

Pros:
+Easy to play
+Good achievements
+Nice music
+Good price
+Nice looking young women

Cons:
-The diamond shape isn't easy on the eyes
-Could've used more modes or challenges
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